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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of 1) a prolonged run and 2) a
three-week running training program on peak tibial acceleration (PTA) during running, as
well as on Functional Movement Screen (FMS) Deep Squat and Active Straight Leg
Raise criterion tests. Ten novice runners (4 men, 6 women, age 27 ± 7.1 years, mass:
70.71 ± 17.05kg,) with 14.7 ± 13.5 months of training experience completed a thirtyminute run at a self-selected pace (2.48 ± 0.58 m/s), and a three-week training program
with an approximate 25% weekly increase in running mileage. PTA and FMS were
measured at baseline, after the run, and after the program. No significant differences were
found in PTA or FMS scores after the run or after the program. In novice runners, PTA
and FMS scores may not be affected by a submaximal prolonged run or a three-week
period of increased running volume.
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Preface
The findings from this thesis will be submitted for publication to The Journal of Applied
Biomechanics and the formatted manuscript for this journal is presented in Chapter II. Therefore,
references are formatted specifically for this journal.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Running is at times a polarizing topic for sports medicine and strength and conditioning
professionals, as the health benefits of running can be overshadowed by the injury risks.
Compared to other populations, runners are at a much higher risk for skeletal stress fractures,
with incidence rates calculated at 0.7 per 1000 training hours1. Stress fractures are generally
caused by excessive training and inadequate recovery2. Imaging and other diagnostic procedures
for stress fractures can present a costly burden3, and carry additional financial and logistical
strain for government military and tactical personnel4, 5. Running-related overuse injuries
(RROI), including TSF, remain a problem to all athletes, and have been well-documented in
tactical athletes.
Physical training is the leading cause of musculoskeletal injuries in the military, and the
leading cause of clinic visits in this population as well4. Some basic training cohorts attribute
78% of their injuries to overuse associated with increased training loads8. At least 1 in 4 soldiers
suffers injury resulting from training, exercise, or sport9. Just under half (45%) of these trainingrelated injuries have been traced back to running, with the highest prevalence rates occurring in
the branches of military that run the most for physical fitness testing10. These figures do not
account for injuries for which soldiers do not seek treatment, perhaps in an effort to avoid
missing work, and therefore may underestimate the true burden of non-traumatic and/or RROI.
Still, professionals who supervise and facilitate running training may be able to reduce the risk of
injuries to their athletes by modifying certain training variables.
There are many other types of RROI that affect the locomotor system, with reviews provided
elsewhere33, 34. The following review will discuss injury risk factors associated with distance
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running, including TSF, and how running training alters these risk factors. This review will also
discuss how certain risk factors for TSF can be assessed, specifically, using wearable
accelerometer data11 and movement screening12. The purpose of this review is to provide an
overview of current practical testing and screening methods for injury risks, how acute and
cumulative training loads may influence these risks, and what these findings could mean for
professionals working in the field of sports performance.
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The Effects of Prolonged Running and Increased Training Load on Movement Quality and
Tibial Shock: a Review
Distance Running and Injuries
Tibial stress fractures (TSF) refer to degenerative injury to the weight-bearing bone in the
shin, the tibia, whereby repetitive loading forces, most often impact and shear, weaken the bone,
causing pain and dysfunction. Stress fractures have increased in the latter half of the past
century, with the increased running demand of the military13. The United States Military reported
31,758 lower extremity stress fractures between 2009 and 2012, with the tibia and/or fibula as
the site of 40% of these fractures14. Tibial and femoral stress fractures each take approximately
twenty-one weeks of rest to return to training22.
Stress fractures are particularly burdensome to athletes who frequently perform running
training. Stress fracture rates are higher in recreational runners, affecting 8% of recreationally
running males and 13% of recreationally running females15, as well as ~7% of male and 10% of
female athletes in general16. Stress fractures are even more prevalent in collegiate track and field
athletes, affecting up to 21% of this population17. In military, although stress fractures may affect
a fraction of the cohort, the injury consistently ranks among the highest rehabilitation times of all
documented non-traumatic musculoskeletal injuries21. For both distance running and military
populations, approximately one-third to one-half of all stress fractures occur at the tibia18-20.
TSF also has a high likelihood of recurrence, particularly for women25-27 and adolescents27.
Individuals may be susceptible to further injury after initial stress fracture because the recovered
bone stiffens, making it less able to attenuate shock after healing3, 28, 29. For track and field
athletes, at least 10% of bone stress injuries recur within two years30. Currently, stress fracture
treatment is estimated to account for 15% of cases within a typical sports medicine practice31,
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comprising up to 30% of clinical RROI cases32. The recurrence rates of these RROI suggests a
need for further preventative measures.
Etiology of TSF, Diagnostic and Treatment
Several different factors affect the mechanism by which distance runners may develop TSF3
(Figure 1-1). In brief, the vibrations that occur with each foot strike disrupts the bony matrix that
holds the tibia together35, 36. The process of bone remodeling requires time, a functional
endocrine system, proper diet, sleep, and training progression. Without proper rest for bone
remodeling to occur, the disrupted bony matrix is unable to repair, and eventually these bony
micro-traumas worsen to a point of clinical relevance36 (Figure 1-2).

Figure 1-1. Factors affecting bone stress injury3.
4

Symptoms of TSF include pain with repetitive impacts during activities that are likely
contributing to the injury, with impacts commonly related to running, load carriage, and
dancing35. Within a single bout of exercise, this pain tends to be higher at the start of the task,
lessens after a short time, and becomes worse with prolonged task exposure and/or increased
frequency of task exposure37. Clinical symptoms of TSF include localized pain and tenderness on
palpation, as well as swelling, bruising, and warmth as the injury progresses, which are likely
signs of inflammatory processes at work to repair tissue damage38. If left untreated, a stress
fracture could leave the injured bone, particularly at the site of the initial fracture, susceptible to
cases of larger fractures, eventually leading to nonunion and displacement of what once was
cohesive bone tissue. Most clinicians treat TSFs conservatively, contraindicating any loading
exposures that will reproduce pain symptoms39. This conservative treatment means that athletes
who sustain TSFs face greater obstacles in returning to prior fitness levels. These athletes most
likely will reduce their training to allow adequate rest and recovery. However, reducing training
loads to allow for adequate recovery may then result in detraining, and thus require appropriate
progressions to allow return to certain activities. These appropriate progressions should be
particularly important to identify, as certain amounts of loading may actually be protective
against bone stress injury29.
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Figure 1-2. The Progression of Bone Stress Injuries3.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and bone scans are considered the standard reference
diagnostic tools for TSF37. A positive MRI or bone scan should reveal structural damage to the
tibia, which may include nondisplaced fractures, splitting, and/or cracks (Figure 1-3)35. However,
fractures might not be apparent in diagnostic imaging, which may make diagnoses particularly
challenging at certain injury sites34. Radiographs may have a low rate of false-positives, or a high
specificity (a measure of how well one can appropriately ‘rule in’ a diagnosis), whereas magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) has reportedly both high specificity as well as sensitivity (a measure of
how well one can ‘rule out’ a diagnosis) for diagnosing stress fractures35. Other possible options
include CT scans, which have low sensitivity but higher radiation exposure, and thus are not
recommended for routine use by clinicians31. Diagnostic imaging may not be appropriate to
confirm fractures at some sites, like the transverse anterior cortex of the tibia, or sites with even
less vascular supply or evidence of bone remodeling, like the femoral neck39. There remains
6

demand, particularly in underserved regions, for simpler and less expensive diagnostic testing.
Other diagnostic methods have been utilized clinically, some with unknown levels of accuracy.
Ultrasound imaging may allow clinicians to identify stress fracture biomarkers as well40. Among
the most common and simple diagnostic tests for TSF is the tuning fork test (TFT), which has
sensitivity and specificity values ranging from 0.75 - 0.92 and 0.18 - 0.94, respectively41. With
this method, the clinician strikes a tuning fork, which commonly vibrates at a frequency of
128Hz & 156Hz42. This vibrating tuning fork is then placed at the proposed site of injury, which
should stimulate the nerves of the periosteum and reproduce symptoms of pain in those affected
with a stress fracture43.

Figure 1-3. MRI showing a stress fracture of the tibial metadiaphysis35.
Training and Anatomical TSF Risk Factors
Overuse running injuries tend to have common contributing influences. High stress and strain
on the lower leg have been implicated in many different RROI44. Although certain running
7

biomechanics, such as the vertical loading rate of the ground reaction force (VILR) have been
linked to lower extremity stress fractures45, many factors between subjects and between studies
must be considered to explain why repetitive impacts could lead to RROI. Greater running
mileage, running duration, and running frequency have all been associated with greater risk for
RROI20. In a classic study, a twenty-week high intensity running training program showed that
runners who completed forty-five-minute runs had 125% greater incidence of injury compared
with those who completed thirty-minute runs46. Similarly, injury rates for runners who ran more
frequently (five sessions per week) were greater than injury rates for runners who ran less
frequently (two sessions per week)46. Other evidence suggests diminishing returns on
performance and health benefits beyond certain thresholds of training volume and frequency.
Specifically, running more frequently and intensely shows such positive adaptations as improved
maximal oxygen consumption (VO2Max) and improved physical fitness test (PFT) performance;
however, extreme frequency and intensity within a training program may not be worth the
additional injury risk, as comparable improvements in VO2Max and PFT may occur with fewer
days47 and with less mileage48, respectively. Furthermore, and in slight contrast, a study of
twelve Swiss Army basic training schools found that high and repetitive physical demands, less
time spent on overall physical training, and less sleep were among factors in a multiple
regression that explained 98.8% of the variance in injury rates between schools49. Similar
evidence suggests that optimal training loads are protective against TSF development, as runners
with a shorter training history were found to be at increased risk for bone stress injury50. It is
therefore understood that, among other bone health factors, prolonged exposure to running,
combined with high external loads and inappropriate training periodization, can exacerbate the
progression of RROI, which include TSF.
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The ability to modify TSF risk factors exists on a continuum, and many of these risk factors
have optimal ranges of values. For example, given the same training load, runners with high
body mass indices (BMI) may reach critical thresholds of developing RROI earlier24. In contrast,
runners with lower BMI and lower bone mineral densities also have higher predispositions to
TSF51. Runners with smaller bimalleolar widths are at greater risk for TSF, because, at
comparable lengths, a narrower distal leg bone makes the tibia less resistant to bending forces52,
particularly in the frontal plane53. Consequently, higher peak torques about the long axis of the
tibia (peak absolute free moment)54 differentiate between those with history of TSF versus those
without this history. For many runners, the high loading rates thought to contribute to TSF occur
immediately following foot strike with the ground.
Biomechanical TSF Risk Factors and Interventions
During running, the ground exerts forces below the feet. These forces are primarily resultant
from the body’s mass and downward acceleration due to gravity (body weight), as well as
muscular tension to generate propulsion. After accounting for how much the ground surface
deforms in response to these forces, the ground will exert equal and opposite forces back on the
runner. These forces are called ground reaction forces (GRF)241. The GRF changes throughout
the stance phase, and can provide insight to the vibrations acting on the body. These vibrations
are eventually damped or transmitted by the tissues of the body, and more distal tissues of the
lower leg are more capable of attenuating these vibrations. The peak vertical GRF at initial
ground contact, or the impact force, is reflective of the foot and leg acceleration at foot
contact242, 253. With runners, especially in rear-foot striking runners, a graph of the vertical GRF
(vGRF) at initial foot contact may demonstrate this initial impact force that reflects the rapid
onset of the runner’s body weight and the opposing ground reaction forces (Figure 1-4). This
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peak impact force has been termed the ‘passive peak’ because it occurs too quickly for muscle
contractions to occur in direct response254. The signal frequencies generated from the impact
force are damped through passive tissues of the leg216, 251, 252. Furthermore, vGRF frequencies
above 40Hz tend to be absorbed by passive mechanisms such as heel fat pad, ligaments, articular
cartilage, and bone243-246. Reducing long-term vGRF accumulation is thought to be a means of
reducing overuse injuries in general45, 55-57, 62, although the findings are conflicting25, 247, 248.

Figure 1-4. Vertical ground reaction forces associated with running related overuse injuries
(adopted from previous research58).
The loading rate refers to the rate of application of these GRF and is the first derivative of the
GRF with respect to time. Loading rates are commonly calculated as 1) an instantaneous vertical
loading rate (IVLR) or 2) the average vertical loading rate (AVLR). IVLR is often defined as the
highest instantaneous magnitude of the loading rate in the first 50% of the stance phase249.
AVLR is the slope between two time points, such as 20 and 80% of the time from foot contact to
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the peak impact force within the vertical GRF59. Intuitively, AVLR and IVLR have been
determined to be collinear (r = 0.936, p < .001)52. Loading rates have been associated with
several injuries in some populations, especially with TSF in runners45, 59-61. In a cohort of forty
runners who ran thirty-two or more miles per week, runners with history of TSF had significantly
higher loading rates than runners without history of TSF (ES: 0.59, p <0.05)59. Because of the
current dearth of prospective data, it remains unclear whether higher loading rates precede or
antecede TSF.
Peak tibial axial acceleration (PTA) is measured as the greatest positive value of the tibia’s
rate of change of velocity in the vector directed along the vertical axis of the tibia. PTA is closely
related to the vGRF, and can be measured using skin-mounted accelerometers. Both skinmounted accelerometers and force platforms can offer similar information about the external
loads applied to athletes66. However, unlike loading rate, PTA can be measured outside of a
laboratory, and at lower financial expense. Runners with a history of tibial stress fracture show
greater PTA on the involved limb, which furthers support for a potential link between PTA and
TSF64. Finally, IVLR and PTA have both been found to be, generally, higher in runners with a
history of TSF, compared with runners with no injury history59. With these somewhat consistent
associations, and considering the re-injury rates common to TSF, motor strategies and
mechanical properties that prevent excessive impact loading remain two crucial modifications to
risk factors for TSF in distance runners.
Factors Influencing Biomechanical Factors Related to TSF
Many different factors can affect PTA and TSF risk, and the two are not mutually exclusive.
Shoe midsole thickness of the same material was shown not to affect PTA82. However, shoe
midsoles that were softer were actually shown to increase PTA in recreational runners83. These,
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and similar nuances, help further explain why training in certain types of footwear is associated
with certain types of RROI, as with infantry boots and foot injuries84.
Foot strike pattern is one of many factors that can influence loading rate and PTA during
running. Although IVLR is generally higher in in rear-foot striking runners58, 67, 68, this is not
always the case69. While more empirical evidence may suggest an association between rear foot
strike (RFS) running and injury70, ultimately, the relationship is complicated71. Greater RROI
risk in RFS runners could be due to associations between RFS runners and greater overall
training loads70. Further, RFS runners may try to adopt a non-RFS (e.g., midfoot or forefoot
strike) for many different reasons other than to affect loading rates67, 70, including reducing
energy costs, and manipulating ground contact time72, which could affect running performance.
Still, adopting a non-RFS pattern may not necessarily reduce the energy costs associated with
running71. Adopting a non-RFS pattern could potentially reduce risk for RROI associated with
RFS (e.g., skeletal stress fractures, knee pain73). However, changing strike pattern from RFS to
non-RFS may not reduce risk, but simply replace risk for one type of injury with risk for another,
because of augmented tissue loading. For example, while increasing ankle plantar flexion range
of motion (ROM) (which is common to non-RFS) reduces PTA, IVLR and AVLR70, 74, it also
increases load to the Achilles tendon75, which could then expose this tendinous site to RROI. As
well, increased plantar flexion ROM may instead increase risk for MTSS because of the
increased bending moments that would be created by the gastrocnemius and soleus during the
propulsive phase of the gait cycle76. The strike patterns or movements themselves do not appear
to be as common to RROI as the frequency and magnitudes of loading rates associated with
those movements. Accordingly, training to reduce IVLR is a commonly suggested intervention
to reduce risk for RROI62.
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Running retraining through coaching has shown promising and lasting results to potentially
reduce risk for RROI by changing movement parameters. Running retraining can reduce overstriding, reduce excessive hip adduction, reduce excessive hip internal rotation, increase step
width, increase cadence, increase sagittal plane hip ROM, and ultimately, reduce loading rates
associated with RROI77-80. Subjects made aware of their landing vGRF through either clinician
or visual feedback can reduce PTA throughout a submaximal run, and can retain these PTAreducing movement strategies a week later77. Additionally, reducing sagittal plane knee stiffness
(e.g. increasing sagittal knee angle at foot strike), can reduce the loading rates related to stress
fractures, and has also shown to reduce peak vGRF in change of direction tasks for other
athletes11, 81.
Tibial accelerations have been implicated to increase women’s risk for TSF, although this
may be partially because men tend to have greater bone mineral density85, 86. Still, it has been
shown that, for female runners, medial-lateral tibial accelerations increase during menses87.
Although the vertical tibial accelerations, which are typically of greater magnitudes, were not
shown to change87, it appears that these frontal plane forces may indeed contribute to higher TSF
risk in women. Similarly, stress fractures appear to affect women preferentially. In the United
States Military, up to 5.2% for men and 21% in women suffer from stress fractures annually20,
and although women with normal weight and bone health do not appear to be at an increased risk
for TSF22, there appear to be factors beyond bone mineral density that affect this risk25.
Use of a swinging pendulum apparatus (Figure 1-5) has also shown that greater lean mass
and bone mass of the lower leg decreases tibial accelerations resultant from predictable
impacts28. An obvious limitation to the human pendulum model is that muscles are at different
length-tension relationships than may be observed during running; these different relationships
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may limit the ecological validity of findings from studies that use the model to derive
acceleration reference values and changes. Still, PTA has also been shown to decrease with acute
performance fatigue (as measured by decreased maximal voluntary contractions) when using this
human pendulum model. Altered lower limb muscle signaling has been shown concomitantly
with decreased muscle stiffness28. These changes, which have also been shown with running
fatigue88 could increase runner’s lower extremity joint excursions, which could reduce PTA89.
However, with reduced muscle stiffness, the leg can act less like a spring, and cause vibrations to
travel further up the wobbling mass of the leg’s tissues. These increased vibration damping
requirements may increase the magnitude and frequency of bone loading, which has induced
stress fractures in rodent models90. These increased vibration damping requirements could also
increase damage and heat stress to muscle, tendons, and fascia91, which, over time, would make
the soft tissues more fibrotic, less mobile, and more susceptible to further rupture. Because
muscle and soft tissue act to dampen the impact vibrations as well, and activate in response to
specific vibration frequencies92, the damping properties of lower extremity soft tissues could be
important factors that both affect, and are affected by impacts associated with RROI60.
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Figure 1-5. Apparatus used with the human pendulum model to determine tissue adaptations to
tibial acceleration28.
Other findings using the human pendulum model show that with acute repetition and
fatigue PTA can increase, and chronic changes to PTA may depend on several different factors.
Holmes & Andrews93 investigated multiple exposures to a repetitive impact stimulus via the
human pendulum method. At least one week after initial testing, tibial accelerations decreased
compared to initial tests, as electromyography (EMG) data suggested increased motor unit
recruitment. Then, PTA was shown to increase with ‘fatigue’ (that was induced by a 50%
maximal voluntary contraction of the tibialis anterior muscle against a resistance band until a
15% reduction in mean power frequency as registered via EMG). Here, acute exposure increased
muscle activation and increased PTA with fatigue, in agreement with previous findings28. The
investigators93 suggested that the slightly lower PTA measured a week later were caused by
between-day differences and strap placement, although, to the current author’s knowledge, these
results have not been reproduced. Still, limited research exists that has otherwise been able to
quantify changes in the vibration damping properties of the lower leg throughout the course of
training.
15

Running Exposure and Biomechanical Factors Related to TSF
Prolonged running is a staple of many training programs. Increased exposure to running
appears to have an effect on loading variables related to TSF, such as loading rate and PTA.
Several studies have demonstrated a tendency for athletes to reduce peak vGRF throughout the
course of a prolonged run. Gerlach et al.94 observed a cohort of ninety female runners who ran 30
± 9.2 miles/week. An exhaustive graded exercise test caused the vertical impact peak and IVLR
to decrease marginally in for these athletes. These changes were owing to altered lower
extremity joint kinematics, which reduced the impact peak from (1.96 ± 0.34 BW to 1.82 ± 0.32
BW)94. Changes in joint kinematics were concomitant with a reduction in cadence and an
increase in step length, which have both separately been shown to increase peak vGRF95, 96.
Importantly, each subject performed both trials at her own preferred speed (2.7 – 4.5 m/s), at the
same grade. However, the exhaustive graded exercise test increased treadmill incline, and thus it
is unclear whether fatigue or uphill running contributed to these runners’ augmented mechanics.
Further, over the course of a run, highly-trained runners have shown increased step length,
decreased cadence, increased flight time, and decreased contact time running at a constant
supramaximal (103%) 10km pace97. It may seem intuitive that some findings may be native to
treadmill and not over ground running, as increased flight time can mean less work done on a
treadmill. However, comparisons between treadmills and over-ground running have shown
modest agreements for impact peaks and modest-to excellent agreements for IVLR and AVLR
(ICCs > 0.7)98. Interestingly, even though flight time was increased, with these adaptations, these
competitive runners (10km time between 30 and 35min) did not increase their impact peaks. Not
surprisingly, the lack of impact peak increases may have been explained by trends toward
increased in knee flexion angle at foot strike97. For novice runners, increased cadences tend to
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increase biceps femoris, gluteal, medial gastrocnemius and activity during the last 30% of the
gait cycle99. Activity of these muscles also occur with reductions of the runner’s vertical
displacement, GRFs, and impact, and increase the energy absorbed by the hip knee and ankle
muscles (and assumedly, not the tibia), when running at a constant speed100. It is quite possible
that well-trained runners may be able to increase step length while increasing this impactattenuating muscle activation and reducing PTA. In contrast, recreational runners tend to
increase PTA with increased step length96. Compared to novice runners, highly trained runners
should be able to better attenuate shock because of the greater endurance capabilities of their
relevant musculature101, 102.
While intense, ‘fatiguing’ running may acutely increase PTA, effects of a prolonged run
seem to be mediated by changes in kinematics, which may also be mediated by experience level.
Other studies show increased impact peaks, with exhaustive running thought to reduce stretch
tolerance and recoil characteristics of muscle, thereby causing stiffer landings103. Tibial impact
has increased at an exhaustive run set to a maximal-effort 3200m pace for recreational
runners104. In these runners, at foot strike, PTA increased as knee flexion increased, over the
course of approximately fifteen minutes. This change came with no significant increases in stride
length and no report of significant changes in stride frequency104. In these runners, however,
there was a significant increase in foot contact angle, which indicated that these runners, at a
near-maximal-effort pace, adopted more of a rear foot strike upon fatigue. As well, the maximal
rear foot angle (e.g. plantar flexion) increased in this cohort, indicating increased work
performed by the ankle joint throughout each stance phase. Similarly, for recreational runners,
localized dorsiflexor muscle fatigue (induced by performing separate resistance exercise) has
shown increases in IVLR in a non-exhaustive running protocol (2.9m/s)105. This suggests that
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highly trained runners have improved control of sagittal plane ankle motion to better attenuate
shock.
With training, runners find different movement strategies that change how GRFs will affect
the shock absorbed by various tissues. Triathletes have been shown to shift pressure loading off
the toes and midfoot and towards the central forefoot during a twenty-five kilometer run106. For
other trained runners, a twenty-minute run at lactate threshold increased loading rates, but not
PTA107. It is possible that the increased loading rates there were a function of step length or flight
time, neither of which were reported. If so, the findings could support the conclusions of Mercer
et al.96, who suggested that runners might acutely increase PTA to reduce overall loading, simply
by taking fewer steps at the same speed. In this same population of trained runners107, PTA again
did not change significantly after two twenty-minute runs at lactate threshold, although head
accelerations did increase slightly108. Marathon runners have shown increased vertical center of
mass acceleration at the end of a run, as measured using wearable inertial magnetic measurement
units109, although it is unclear whether PTA was an important contributor to these vertical
acceleration increases. Otherwise, a cohort of five highly trained runners demonstrated increased
PTA at a lactate threshold pace110. Thus, kinematics, intensity, running speed, duration, and
possibly, fatigue, can cause trained runners to augment the impact sustained by the body,
including the tibia.
Based on these findings for trained runners, novice runners should then be able to become
trained to run using movement strategies that can reduce the loading rates of the GRF, whilst
improving performance. Novice recreational runners, running for thirty minutes at a self-selected
submaximal pace, were not reported to increase PTA acutely111. However, PTA has been shown
to increase as a result of fatigue in novice runners112 induced by prolonged running at or above
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velocities corresponding to 85% of VO2Max88, 113, 114. Fatigue, in these instances, has been
qualified by gas exchange, particularly, significant reductions in the proportion of end-tidal
carbon dioxide (PETCO2), and in one study, fatigue was qualified by altered EMG activity of the
gastrocnemius and tibialis anterior88. Runners will demonstrate greater variability in the time
interval between strides at a self-selected speed, and less variability at faster (more fatiguing)
speeds115. Theoretically, increased movement variability also may vary the exact location of the
tissue that experiences increased shock, and may vary the loading rates and frequencies
associated with the landing impact of each foot strike. This increased variability should then
decrease the wear that occurs on bone sites that incur the greatest amounts of stress, by
dissipating this transfer of energy unto different sites. Therefore, movement variability and PTA
could help inform RROI risk.
Novice runners may also be less capable of attenuating impacts because they have yet to
make favorable neuromuscular adaptations. Higher threshold motor units increase their firing
rates with increasing fatigue116, 117. Higher threshold motor units have larger gradations in force
output, which means increased high threshold contributions tend to move joints less precisely.
Less precise joint movement could mean that, as runners need to slow their pace to keep running,
more errors in joint movement may decrease shock attenuation, and thus explain one source of
increased injury risk associated with prolonged running, at a constant speed, to exhaustion. It is
also known that training can also improve motor unit firing rates to perform more precise,
coordinated, stabilizing functions118. These neural adaptations further support the potential
benefits of training to attenuate impact associated with RROI in novice runners.
Modifications to training programs can change gait patterns throughout the course of a
training program as well. For six habitually shod runners with a mean 5.6 years of experience,
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the IVLR was reduced after sixteen weeks of progressive barefoot training, with a great
reduction for the barefoot condition (> 50% reduction)119. After the training program, those same
runners, shod, showed a small trend toward reductions in IVLR, with significant reductions in
impulse through the first half of the stance phase119. Still, aside from purposely changing a
runner’s technique77, not much is known about how PTA changes over the course of a training
period with increased volume. Sometimes, the time duration between strides becomes more
constant as athletes become ‘overreached,’ or sustain training loads so high that their time-trial
performances start to deteriorate120. From this evidence, it can be hypothesized that movement
variability will also decrease in overreached athletes. This could then increase the risk for RROI
caused by frequent repetition. In light of these findings, it should be important to consider
training exposures and workloads when assessing injury risks in runners.
RROI and Applied Research Implications
It is well understood that the human body adapts with proper training stimuli, but it is
sometimes unclear which variables change over the course of typical training periods –
mesocycles (i.e., ~3-6 weeks) and macrocycles (i.e., a complete training period that includes
multiple mesocycles, and could refer to several months to 1-4 years). Overreached athletes
present with compromised immune function121, along with increased illness and sleep
disturbances122, which can further hinder recovery from training stimuli. Technique may show
changes during periods of functional and non-functional overreaching123. However, it is not clear
how motor strategy changes in runners, specifically, in response to overreaching. This factor is
likely dependent on training experience, as increased training loads do not always mean
decrements in performance, and the magnitude of decrement in functionally overreached athletes
is not always detectable124.
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Monitoring Training Load for RROI Risk
Because improper training loads can predispose runners to RROI, the ability to monitor and
adjust training loads is valuable for injury prevention20. In training, external load often refers to
the work completed by the athlete, while internal load refers to the relative physiological and
psychological changes that an athlete experiences in response to a given external load123.
Knowledge of internal and external loads can help direct the safe upper and lower limits for an
athlete’s training volume. Analogous to internal and external training loads, fatigue has been
quantified measuring performance (performance fatigability) and perceptions (perceived
fatigability)125. Perceived fatigability can be simple to measure using visual analog scales (VAS)
(Appendix F). VAS have shown correlates to the Borg CR-10, blood lactate, and heart rate126, as
well as dyspnea127, and physical and psychological factors may cause perceived fatigue to be
more accurate at submaximal exercise.
Workload is sometimes measured in arbitrary units assigned to each training session, and
may demonstrate good predictive validity for increased time loss. These arbitrary units are
calculated by taking ratings of perceived exertion after each physical exercise session, multiplied
by minutes spent at that perceived exertion level during the session128, 129. The ratio of
acute:chronic workload is calculated as the workload the athlete will perform in any given week,
compared to the rolling average of the athlete’s workload in the previous 3-6 weeks128. It has
been reported that, in elite level rugby athletes, an acute:chronic workload between 0.8 and 1.3
seems to be a healthy range for progression, and that an acute:chronic workload above 1.5
increases risk for injury- and illness-related time loss128, 129. It is important to note that these
numbers have yet to be reproduced for other populations, such as runners. Still, this findings
could be useful, particularly among the dearth of literature that measures sustainable training
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loads longitudinally. For example, the commonly recommended ‘ten percent rule’130 refers to
exercise duration and intensity131, and critics suggest that peer-reviewed research has not
supported this rule as protective against RROI132, 133. Finding critical values for training load
progression may be challenging because of the risk factors native to activity types as well as
individual differences between athletes, such as training history. However, if values like these
could be established and followed, the benefit to reducing RROI could be enormous.
Providing an optimal training stimulus to athletes is often an elusive, context-dependent
phenomenon. Modern coaches must use a combination of relevant data, intuition, and creativity
in order to give athletes enough of a training stimulus with appropriate recovery to elicit positive
physiological adaptation, but not enough to reach states of overtraining, to improve acute and
longer term performance. In runners, doing ‘too much, too soon’ may result in overtraining and
may expedite the development of RROIs50, as has been found in military basic training9, 48.
Elsewhere, it has been established that novice runners who increase volume more than 30% in
two weeks are also at an increased risk for running-related injuries132.
Considering these findings, it could then appear counterintuitive that runners still must train a
requisite amount in order to be protected from RROI. For example, the odds of sustaining a
RROI during a marathon are halved for runners that had regularly completed more than 30km
(18.6mi) per week134. Similarly, military recruits who begin basic training in the slowest quartile
of the 1.5 mile run test were three times more likely to develop stress fractures versus those in
the fastest quartile, suggesting that prior training is protective against injury development16.
Finally, runners with less than 8.5 years of activity experience are associated with TSF50, which
implies that novice runners are at increased risk for this type of injury. These data, juxtaposed,
illustrate a need for better understanding both the minimum effective doses and the safe upper
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limits for prolonged running training. These data would also suggest optimal progressions exist
to protect runners from subsequent RROI, without inducing RROI.
Self-reports of changes in training prior to stress fracture are very common18. It can then be
inferred, based on the compounding mechanism of stress fracture, those who still incurred stress
fracture but did not change their training may still have experienced a less exaggerated level of
impact stress, only sustained over a longer duration13. Also, it is common for pathologies to exist
below detectable thresholds for symptoms or clinical relevance. Therefore, clinicians could limit
the severity of future pathologies by using simple, inexpensive, non-invasive, and relevant
screening procedures that detect physiological responses to training. Some commonly used
methods of measuring the physiological responses to training include heart rate, resting heart
rate, heart rate recovery, heart rate variability, training ‘impulse’, and sleep123, 135-138.
Additionally, there could be merit to recording technique and movement deviations, such as
ROM testing, dynamometry, and movement screening123. This is an interesting avenue for future
research, as it is clear that movement strategies change during fatigue to allow an athlete to keep
performing a given task139.
Using Movement Screening to Predict Injury
The Functional Movement Screen (FMS) can help guide strength and conditioning
programming, and has had equivocal findings of its utility as a predictor of injury risk. Is most
widely used to guide exercise selection, with thousands of strength and conditioning, fitness,
and/or sports medicine professionals currently holding FMS level-1 certifications nationwide140.
Administering the FMS involves scoring seven different multiple-joint movements (criterion
tests) which are thought to have some transferability to other tasks. Each FMS criterion test is
typically scored from 0-3, with the extremes being 0, meaning pain with a given movement, and
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3 meaning a pain-free movement performed with competence according to that test’s criteria.
Instructions on how the FMS is scored and evaluated have been provided elsewhere141-144, with
the relevant criteria provided in Appendix J. Although some extrapolations have been made
theorizing a connection between FMS scores and performance, any relationship, if it exists,
cannot be very strong. This is because the FMS is very general, and the more a test mimics the
exact biomechanical parameters of a certain sport or task, the more this test is predictive of the
performance of that task145. Still, FMS performance has been linked to all-cause injury risk in
some populations, particularly firefighters and other first responders146, which makes field
testing for movement quality particularly interesting.
The mechanism of any injury for each individual exists on a spectrum, and is influenced by
many different factors. For example, even though lumbar disc degeneration is strongly associated
with low back pain147, approximately 35% of asymptomatic individuals will likely still show
some sign of lumbar disc degeneration148, 149. Therefore, the utility of analyzing movement to
predict pain depends largely on the injury mechanism, the assessment method, and other
individual differences. Furthermore, pain and the consequences of an injury’s mechanism will be
context-specific. Pain is mediated by a number of different factors, and will therefore be better
evaluated using test batteries that measure more of these mediating factors. More explicit
reviews on pain science have been provided elsewhere150, 151. Because of the many possible
sources of injuries, the most appropriate way of identifying causes for injuries should be to
control for separate injury risk factors.
When using movement screens to predict injury risk, it is important to consider the types of
movements associated with particular injuries, as well as the populations and tasks that may put a
person at risk for certain types of injuries. Altered movement patterns are clearly associated with
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risk for certain types of injuries152, and there is good evidence that muscle activation153 and
timing154 both play roles in injury development as well. Often times, decreasing risk for one type
of injury may increase risk for another type of injury, as mentioned earlier with foot strike and
runners71. Similarly, decreasing injury risk for one population may increase injury risk for
another population23. For example, asymmetries may not increase risk for injuries in all
populations. While asymmetrical FMS scores may increase the risk for injury in soccer
players155, asymmetrical abdominal development may decrease risk for injury in cricket
bowlers156. Predicting injury risk using a movement screen depends on the ‘risky’ movement, as
well as the ‘at risk’ population.
The Functional Movement Screen (FMS) as a Predictor of Injury Risk
Because the FMS assigns arbitrary units to quantitatively assess movement ‘quality’, (which
may be, in itself, a limitation), much research has been performed in the past decade to determine
exactly what the FMS can predict. Somewhat famously, the FMS has shown increased relative
risk of all-cause injuries in professional football players throughout the preseason157. The FMS is
also usually helpful when combined with injury history, which greatly increases the screen’s
predictive value when using composite scores158. The FMS composite score below 14 has also
predicted greater risk for injury in football players159 and Division-1 collegiate athletes160.
However, using the 21-point FMS alone to predict injury risk has not since been reproducible to
many populations. The FMS composite score out of 21 was unable to significantly predict
“injury” in collegiate football players161, track and field athletes162, and junior hockey players163.
Even including composite score & asymmetry did not provide meaningful predictions of injury
in a mixed cohort of NCAA Division-I athletes164. This lack of association exists for a number of
reasons, including the composite score’s inability to reflect individual components of the screen.
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The composite score does not account for pain or asymmetry, kinematic differences between
scores. The kinematic differences between constituent tests may also be too imprecise. Unlike
the FMS individual constituent tests, statistical analysis of the FMS composite scores cannot
indicate pain during movement, which has been predictive of injury risk in Israeli military165 and
asymmetry, which has been predictive of injury risk in both football players159 and soccer
players155. Although having a composite score below 14 showed more spinal movement and
frontal plane knee movement (which could reflect instability), the common screening criteria for
the composite score, and even certain criterion scores, may not reflect appreciable kinematic
changes shown to occur with other movements166, 167. Thus, it remains unclear whether screens
from some of these tests can capture training-induced changes. In summary, it appears that this
composite scoring system is does not reliably differentiate this risk for ‘all-cause’ injury. In fact,
a recent review determined the FMS composite score to be "marginally better than a coin toss" at
predicting injury risk168.
Other equivocal findings from using the FMS as an ‘injury prediction tool’ based on the
composite score have stemmed largely from different definitions of injury, different tracking
times and follow-up periods, and different populations169. More extensive methodological
considerations for musculoskeletal injury risk research have been detailed elsewhere170, and, in
brief, because of the multifactorial nature of musculoskeletal injuries, screening tools that isolate
one risk factor may be predisposed to high specificity and low sensitivity values171. Accordingly,
FMS composite scores using various cut-off values have generally demonstrated high specificity
(less likelihood of false negatives) but low sensitivity (more likelihood of false positives), and
thus should not be used as a diagnostic tool, like other screens mentioned elsewhere172.
Regarding injury risk, it is most likely that individual movement patterns are more informative
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than the overall composite score173. Literature related to the FMS therefore stresses that criterion
score should be assessed independently and linked to specific injury in order for these screens to
offer professionals logically valid predictive value174, 175.
Administering the FMS
Importantly, FMS administration can affect scoring. This is because knowledge of test
criteria significantly increases scores166, and, therefore, it is important to standardize explanation
procedures when administering the FMS176. This is especially important, considering that some
criterion tests may be more robust against verbal cueing than others166. Each of the FMS criterion
tests show decent inter-rater reliability between FMS-certified and non-FMS certified
practitioners177,178, but not between experienced FMS certified practitioners and those who have
been self-taught or have less than one year of experience179. The 100-point FMS score has
demonstrated inter-rater reliability above 0.9 for all scores when FMS certified test
administrators were compared to each other180. It is further recommended that, for improved
validity and reliability, FMS administrators performing peer-reviewed research are FMS certified
and use the 100-point scoring system180, especially since the latter may improve the test’s
precision. It is elsewhere recommended that, for research, experienced, FMS certified
practitioners administer the test, and that video of the sagittal and frontal plane be used to ensure
test accuracy181.
FMS and RROI Risk
Runners with less experience (less than three years) and runners with a history of injury
(greater than three months prior to data collection), two groups at increased risk for runningrelated injury, did not have significantly different FMS composite scores versus athletes who had
more experience, or athletes without history of injury182. However, lower extremity FMS, as
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consisting of the Deep Squat (DS) (Figure 1-6), Hurdle Step, and In-Line Lunge, has been
closely linked to ankle instability183. A study on a Navy Special Warfare cohort found those with
ankle instability measured dynamically as pes planus or pes cavus during running showed twice
the incidence of stress fractures versus those who had greater ankle stability184.
Female runners scored significantly higher on the Active Straight Leg Raise (ASLR) (Figure
1-7) compared with male runners185. Male runners also scored significantly higher on DS and
significantly lower on ASLR182. Therefore, composite scoring of the ASLR and DS may be
useful when assessing cohorts of both male and female runners. Of all criterion tests on the
functional movement screen, the active straight leg raise (ASLR) and the deep squat (DS) tests
may show the most promise and meaningfulness to those who run long distances. Hotta et al.12
investigated 84 NCAA Division-1 runners and found that, when combining the DS and ASLR as
scored out of 6, there was a significant difference in scores between those who became injured
and had to miss four or more weeks of training that season (2.9 ± 1.0) and those who did not (4.1
± 1.1) (d = 1.11)12. Because the functional overreaching period is often where athletes have
highest injury prevalence186, it should be investigated whether ASLR and DS scores change in
response to predictable training stimuli in runners at increased risk for injury.
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Figure 1-6. Frontal (left) and sagittal (right) views of the Functional Movement Screen Deep
Squat test. Two different possible test outcomes are shown, 18 (a) and 8 (b)144.
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Figure 1-7. Sagittal views of the Active Straight Leg Raise test. Different test scores are shown
in each frame, showing, from top to bottom, 6, a 4 and a 2, respectively, on a test of the right
leg143.
ASLR and DS in Runners
The following section is meant to provide insight as to why low scores on DS and ASLR
tests may or may not put collegiate runners at increased risk for injury. The ASLR is influenced
by activity of abdominal wall187. The test may reflect lumbar spine stability188, and therefore
pelvis control. Ultimately, the ASLR demonstrates the ability for an athlete lying supine to
achieve appreciable levels of hip flexion with knee extension and dorsiflexion, while the down
leg remains in hip extension, knee extension, and dorsiflexion, in the sagittal plane, without
movement in the frontal and transverse planes. It is unclear how closely an athlete’s ASLR will
be related to this athlete’s movement during running, and what these relationships may mean
clinically. For example, activities meant to both “stretch” and “strengthen” knee flexor
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musculature comparably showed improvements in passive straight leg raise ROM (which were
both attributed to a separate warm-up effect), but did not translate to augmented running
kinematics189. The interactions between abdominal musculature and hamstring musculature, and
other muscles that cross multiple joints may affect clinical interpretations when assessing muscle
function190.
Although passive straight leg raise and active knee extension are commonly used to assess
hamstring muscle extensibility191, and hamstring injuries can plague runners192, 193, adequate
ROM is different for each population, and reference values for reducing injury risk are still being
established. A cohort of Australian soccer players with a high prevalence of hamstring injuries
did not demonstrate a link between hamstring extensibility and injury194. However, this same
study did demonstrate a link between hip flexor stiffness and hamstring injury. Because some hip
flexors also create an anterior rotation of the pelvis, this stiffness could reduce scores on the
ASLR. Thus, hamstring injuries are not predicted by length alone. Another study showed no
correlation between ‘hamstring’ ROM and low back pain195. As well, excessive hamstring length
often occurs in tandem with knee hyperextension/ genu recurvatum, a presentation that implies
increased contact stress on the anterior compartment of the tibiofemoral joint196 and the anterior
cruciate ligament of the knee197. Furthermore, there has been shown a slightly increased
incidence of injuries in those who static stretch198, and static stretching has shown to improve the
ASLR movement199. Ultimately, risk for injury and available joint ROM have historically not
shown associations200, 201. These lack of association findings are likely because, in most
circumstances, the association would be bimodal, rather than linear20.
Runners over forty years of age scored lower on DS than runners who were below forty years
of age185. This discrepancy in scores is possible related to the decreases in ankle dorsiflexion
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seen throughout the stance phase of gait for older runners202. Theoretically, the DS test (Figure
1.6) is also affected by shoulder flexion ROM and anthropometric mass distribution, as well as
frontal plane biomechanics of the lower extremities. With these limitations, the DS may still be a
simple assessment of dynamic ankle mobility. Significant differences in sagittal plane ankle
ROM has been shown between 1s and 3s on deep squat with a very large effect size (ES)
between 1s and 3s (d = 3.3) 203. This same cohort also demonstrated a very large ES for sagittal
plane ankle ROM between ‘2s’ and ‘3s’ (d = 1.6, p <.05). Training can significantly affect FMS
criterion scores, as has been demonstrated in several populations, including mixed-martial arts
athletes204. However, it remains unclear whether changes in FMS scores may translate to
meaningful biomechanical changes for runners.
Conclusion
Runners who wind up sustaining injuries have scored significantly lower on the FMS DS and
ASLR, although it is unclear why. Injuries remain a burden on populations that perform high
volumes of prolonged running in their training. Although high training loads are necessary for
adaptation, thresholds exist for diminishing returns and performance decrements. Because
training loads appear to be among the most modifiable risk factors for running related injuries,
including TSF, further research should investigate whether training loads change values for PTA,
ASLR, and DS. If results of these screens change concomitantly with training loads, it would
then be important for clinicians to consider when, in relation to periodized training, these screens
should be performed.
1.1 Literature Gaps and Limitations
In the absence of specific gait retraining interventions, it is unclear whether running
mechanics associated with reduced loading rates will change in response to increased training
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loads in novice runners. The link between loading rate and TSF warrants future investigation to
bolster the evidence that prospectively links activities involving excessively frequent and
repetitive high loading rates to TSF.
Because both too little and too much running impact (frequency, volume, and magnitude)
appear to increase risk for RROI, it would seem that optimal progressions exist to allow runners
to be protected from subsequent RROI, without inducing RROI. While several estimates128,133
are often used successfully to guide running training programs, it remains unclear whether
changes occur that reflect impact attenuation and/or movement strategies, such as PTA and the
lower extremity FMS. Determining whether PTA and FMS scores will change with training will
provide findings that clinicians can use when performing assessments like these.
1.2 Research Questions and Hypotheses
With the present understanding of available evidence, three research questions have been
formulated:
Research Question 1)
Do PTA and FMS ASLR and FMS DS scores change in response to a submaximal prolonged run
in novice runners?
Hypothesis 1)
PTA will increase after a prolonged run, while FMS ASLR and FMS DS scores will decrease.
Research Question 2)
Do PTA and FMS ASLR and FMS DS scores change in response to three weeks of progressively
increased running training in novice runners?
Hypothesis 2)
PTA will increase after three weeks of progressive running training, while FMS ASLR and FMS
DS scores will decrease.
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Chapter II
Effects of Prolonged Running and Three Weeks of Running Training on Tibial
Acceleration and Movement Quality in Novice Runners.
Abstract
Risk of running-related overuse injury (RROI) is influenced by training experience,
training volume, and lower extremity biomechanics. The purpose of this study was to assess the
effects of 1) a prolonged run and 2) a three-week running training program on peak tibial
acceleration (PTA) during running, as well as Functional Movement Screen (FMS) Deep Squat
and Active Straight Leg Raise criterion tests. Ten novice runners (4 men, 6 women, age 27 ± 7.1
years, mass: 70.71 ± 17.05kg,) with 14.7 ± 13.5 months of training experience completed a
thirty-minute run at a self-selected pace (2.48 ± 0.58 m/s), and were prescribed a three-week
training program which increased running mileage by approximately 25% each week. PTA and
FMS were measured at baseline, after the run, and after the training program. Repeated-measures
analyses of variance did not show significant differences in PTA or FMS scores after the run or
after the training program. In novice runners, PTA and FMS scores may not be affected by a
submaximal prolonged run or a three-week period of increased running volume.
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Introduction
In the United States, estimates suggest at least one out of every four active duty military
employees experience a non-contact injury because of training, exercise, or sports, and just under
half of these injuries are attributed to running10. Runners also have the highest incidences of
stress fractures among sport athletes205. Stress fractures account for the greatest loss of training
days among military recruits22, 206. Tibial stress fractures (TSF) account for one-third to one-half
of all stress fracture injuries9, 18-20. TSF in military personnel indirectly and directly cost the
United States military millions of dollars each year 79, 207. Fortunately, a number of TSF risk
factors have been identified and can be modified to potentially reduce risk of these types of
injuries in military and running populations. Considering that many military recruits are novice
runners and, that novice runners are reported to have high injury incidences (i.e., 17.8 injuries
per 1000h of running)208, it is worthwhile to study injury risk factors in novice runner
populations.
Among modifiable risk factors for TSF, peak positive tibial axial acceleration (PTA)
immediately following foot strike during running has been found to be higher in runners with a
history of TSF59, 209 and on the affected leg of runners suffering from TSF64 in some studies, but
not all25, 247. Since PTA can be measured inexpensively with minimal equipment (e.g., wearable
accelerometers) and is linked with running-related overuse injuries (RROI) in some studies, PTA
may be useful variable to assess TSF risk in runners.
For clinicians, assessing movement strategy could also offer insight into injury risks in
runners. The Functional Movement Screen (FMS) consists of seven movement tests that have
been designed to identify injury risk143, 144. For clinicians who spent twenty or more hours
training to administer the FMS, the screen has shown good overall interrater reliability (ICC =
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0.76; 95% CI = 0.63-0.85) and intrarater reliability (ICC = 0.74; 95% CI = 0.60 – 0.83)210. The
screen has identified higher risk for injury in competitive male runners who score lower (2.9 ±
1.0) on the aggregate scores of the deep squat and active straight leg raise tests versus those who
score higher (4.1 ± 1.1)12. These lower FMS scores in runners that sustain injuries implies that
the movement parameters of each of these tests are more indicative of running injury
development than the composite score of all seven tests, which is a conclusion commonly drawn
from previous literature investigating the FMS as a predictor for injury risk211.
Although PTA and FMS scores have received much attention in literature, most PTA
changes have been studied acutely, and effects of prolonged running or training exposures on
these variables are relatively unknown. More experienced runners may have different responses
immediately following high intensity runs corresponding to velocities ≥ 80% of maximal oxygen
consumption (VO2Max)107, 108, 110, whereas for novice runners, PTA has been shown to increase
after a single prolonged run to volitional exertion88, 113, 114. Additionally, in vivo measurements of
tibial strain have been shown to increases after a 2km run and 30km march112. However, in
highly trained runners, PTA does not increase over the course of one107 or two108 twenty-minute
submaximal runs at lactate threshold pace. In general, novice runners may be more susceptible to
PTA increases because of prolonged running of both high and low intensities, compared with
highly trained runners. Additionally, physical training (too much or too little), is also a
modifiable risk factor for TSF20, potentially because training and training-induced muscle
damage may alter joint properties associated with shock attenuation212, 213. Although better
physical fitness test scores appear protective against lower extremity stress fracture20, training to
improve fitness test scores may bring about cumulative repetition of movement patterns
associated with TSF. Importantly, if PTA remains elevated over time, cumulative exposure may
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result in harmful loading of the tissues of the lower leg214, which may increase risk of injury
development. Further, to best assess an individual’s natural movement tendencies, it is often
assumed that clinicians should administer the FMS at consistent time points, without a warmup142. To date, it is not well understood whether activities like running will influence FMS
scores. However, since prolonged running alters motor control88, and training can alter FMS
scores204, FMS scores may be altered by a single bout of prolonged running and following
cumulative running training. If prolonged running and training affects the measurements of PTA
and FMS, which are both risk factors for RROI12, 59, it may be important for clinicians screening
for injury risks to consider when these measurements should be scheduled.
The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of prolonged running and cumulative
running training on PTA and FMS deep squat and active straight leg raise in novice runners. It
was hypothesized that: 1) an acute prolonged running bout would increase PTA but reduce deep
squat and active straight leg raise aggregate scores in novice runners; and 2) that three weeks of
progressively increased running volume would amplify these changes in novice runners.
Methods
An a priori power analysis (G*Power, Düsseldorf, Germany) indicated that a total of 17
participants were needed to obtain a Cohen’s d effect size (ES) of 0.3, power of 0.80 and alpha
level of 0.05 for an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with three repeated measures (PRE-RUN,
POST-RUN, POST-TRAIN). Data from current literature has not, to the author’s knowledge,
investigated the effects of both a single prolonged run and three weeks of prolonged training.
Therefore, an ES of d = 0.3 was chosen to get a robust estimation of required sample size in
order to observe a minimum worthwhile difference217. To account for an expected 15% drop out
rate (i.e. 3 participants), we aimed to recruit twenty novice distance runners between eighteen
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and forty years of age for this study. In the three weeks leading up to data collection, participants
ran an average of at least ten miles per week, for no longer than two years. Participant
information is displayed in Table 2-1. Participants were excluded if they had any lower limb
injuries, back injuries, major surgeries, or any other medical contraindications for running within
the three months prior to testing (Appendix A). Written consent approved by the Institutional
Review Board (Appendix I) for Human Participants Research was obtained from all participants
prior to data collection.
Participants were also instructed to not complete any abnormally exhaustive runs within
the 48 hours leading up to testing. Prior to experimental testing during the first laboratory
session, participants completed a physical activity readiness questionnaire (PAR-Q) (Appendix
C) health history and medical questionnaire (Appendix D) and training history questionnaire
(Appendix E). Participants also rated their overall (VASOverall) and lower body (VASLE)
perceived fatigue using a visual analog scale (VAS) (i.e., 0 suggests no fatigue at all, and 10
suggests extreme fatigue) (Appendix F).
Participants then performed two of the movements from the FMS: the deep squat (DS)
and active straight leg raise (ASLR) tests. These tests were administered using the same testing
procedures described previously143,144. One researcher with an FMS certification (K.C.)
explained FMS procedures to the participant, using a script (Appendix J) while being careful not
to influence FMS results (though the DS and ASLR may be the most robust against biases from
verbal cueing166. The ASLR and DS tests were scored using the 100-point FMS criteria180. ASLR
of each leg was scored out of a possible 6 points, while the DS was scored out of a possible 18
points. The procedures for scoring and interpreting the 100-point FMS also followed methods
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previously described143, 144, 180. The VASOverall, VASLE, and FMS scores measured before the
initial testing session are henceforth referred to as PRE-RUN.
Following FMS tests, a 3D accelerometer (1200Hz, model 356A26, PCB Piezotronics,
Depew, NY) used to collect tibial acceleration was attached to the distal anteromedial aspect of
the tibia and along the longitudinal (Z) axis of the right tibia215. This position was measured
relative to the medial malleolus using an anthropometric tape measure for all participants, to
ensure the same placement during the second testing session. The accelerometer was placed 24cm anterior and superior to the right medial malleolus. A combination of pre-wrap, selfadhering cohesive wrap and a Velcro neoprene strap were used to secure the accelerometer to the
tibia. A neoprene wrap was also placed around the right shank to secure a four-marker cluster
used to track shank motion during running. A three-marker semi-rigid thermoplastic shell was
placed over the heel cup of the shoe to track the foot. Following preparation procedures,
participants ran on a treadmill (C962i, Precor, Woodinville, WA, USA) for two minutes to find
their preferred pace, to become comfortable with marker clusters and accelerometers, and to
ensure that the shank marker cluster settled into a set position before the prolonged run. Each
participant was instructed to find a pace they would choose for an ‘easy run’, or a pace they felt
was somewhere between 11 and 13 on Borg scale for rating of perceived exertion (RPE)
(Appendix L). After two minutes, the treadmill was stopped to make sure markers and the
accelerometer were secured properly. Participants continued the treadmill run for thirty minutes
at their preferred pace for the whole run. A nine-camera 3D motion capture system (240Hz,
Qualisys AB, Göteburg, Sweden) was used to track shank and foot markers during the run.
Between the three- and four-minute mark (PRE-RUN) and in the final minute of the run (POST-
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RUN), 3D kinematic and accelerometer data were collected for ten seconds (Qualisys Track
Manager, Qualisys AB, Göteburg, Sweden).
Immediately following the run, overall and lower limb fatigue using the VAS were
recorded again while reflective markers and the accelerometer were removed and the FMS tests
were performed once again (POST-RUN). The time between the end of the run and the start of
the FMS tests were recorded using a stopwatch. The time between the end of the run and the
beginning of the FMS tests ranged from 58s – 132s. The same researcher administered all of the
FMS tests collected for data analyses in this study.
At the end of the first testing session, calibration of a shoe-worn metric tracker
(MileStone POD, MileStone Sport, Columbia, MD, USA) was performed during six to eight
minutes of over-ground running on a measured outdoor track as per manufacturer instructions. In
the interest of time, the researchers instructed some participants to calibrate the pod on their own.
Data from this device were used to confirm training mileage at the conclusion of the training
period. Finally, a researcher instructed each participant to download the free mobile app for the
foot pod and showed them how to upload the data to the app after each training run.
Within two days following the last run of the three-week training program, participants
returned to the laboratory for their post-training testing session (POST-TRAIN). All testing
procedures from the first laboratory session were repeated. However, following VAS fatigue
ratings and FMS tests, participants only completed a six-minute run, at the same speed as the
initial run from the first testing session. For each participant, the accelerometer was secured at
the same location as during the first session. Data were collected between minutes three and four,
as had been performed for the PRE-RUN analysis during the first testing session. During this
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session, participants also uploaded their training log to a Microsoft Excel document to confirm
the completion of the prescribed running volume during the training program.
For three weeks, participants were prescribed a three-week running program with weekly
mileage increases of 25% starting from their average weekly running volume in the three weeks
prior to the study. For example, this weekly mileage increase lead to an acute to chronic volume
ratio of 1.23 at the end of week 3 for an individual who runs 20 miles per week. Since an acute to
chronic ratio of 0.8-1.3 is suggested to reduce the likelihood of developing overuse injury128, the
1.23 ratio was understood to provide a training exposure that would increase injury risks, while
eliciting overall and lower limb fatigue to address our research question. The training programs
were based on the number of previous weekly runs for all participants (e.g., three to six runs per
week). Pace during the training runs were not controlled for, but must have been enough to
register as a ‘run’ vs. a ‘walk’ for the foot pod (as per manufacturer thresholds). As well,
participants were free to vary the weekly frequency of the runs to accommodate their schedules,
and to maximize adherence to training volume. Running pace and distance per run were also
recorded from the foot pod. Data from the foot pod was uploaded to a free mobile app at the
conclusion of each run during the training period. Participants were instructed to share their
weekly running mileage with the researchers at the end of each training week. In order to ensure
adherence to the training program, the researchers were in contact with all participants via email
on a regular basis during each training week. The order of study procedures is illustrated in
Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1. Testing and training schedule for participants.
Visual3D (C-Motion, Germantown, MD, USA) and MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA,
USA) software was used to process and analyze kinematic marker and accelerometer data.
Marker data were interpolated using a third-order cubic spline with a maximum gap of ten
frames. Marker data were then filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a
cutoff frequency of 8Hz. Accelerometer data were filtered using a fourth-order Butterworth lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 60 Hz216. PTA, cadence and sagittal plane foot contact
angle (FCA) were extracted from five consecutive stance phases. PTA was the primary
biomechanical dependent variable, while FCA and cadence (steps per minute) served as
explanatory variables. PTA and FCA were expressed in the laboratory coordinate system. FCA
was calculated as the sagittal plane (2D) relationship of heel cluster markers and the lab anteriorposterior axis. For all kinematic variables collected, the average of the five stance phases during
the three data collection time points (PRE-RUN, POST-RUN, and POST-TRAIN) were included
in statistical analyses.
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A repeated-measures ANOVA within-subjects design was used to compare the mean of
all dependent variables among the three different data collection time-points (PRE-RUN, POSTRUN, AND POST-TRAIN) (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). The alpha level was set at p ≤ 0.05 for
all statistical tests. Cohen’s d ESs were also calculated to assess effect magnitudes using the
interpretation of Hopkins (i.e., small: d < 0.6, moderate: 0.6 > d < 1.2; large: d > 1.2)217.
Results
The ten participants increased their mileage, on average, 57 %, 9%, and 15% each week
instead of the progressively increasing running protocol by 25% as prescribed (Figure 2-2).
Participants ran between 84% and 118% of the overall mileage prescribed to them, (over the
course of 21 ± 3 days, which turned out to be an average of 53.4 ± 9.5 total miles, and 2.52 ±
0.77 miles per day, and 4.15 ± 0.98 miles per run (Table 2-1). At the end of the training program,
participants increased their weekly training mileage by 5.4 ± 2.2 miles, which was an increase of
47% ± 23% (25% - 82%).
Table 2-1. Participant characteristics and training information (mean±SD and range).
Variable

Mean ± SD

Range

Age (years)
Height (m)
Mass (kg)
Training Experience (months)
Training Volume Pre-Study (miles/week)
Preferred Running Speed (m/s)
Planned Total Training Volume (miles)
Actual Total Training Volume (miles)
Overall Adherence (%)
Average Daily Volume (miles/day)
Average Run Volume (miles/run)
Training Frequency (runs/day)

27 ± 7
1.69 ± 0.13
70.7 ± 17
14.7 ± 13.5
12.3 ± 3.1
2.47 ± 0.58
52.7 ± 12.1
53.4 ± 9
103 ± 14
2.5 ± 0.5
4.2 ± 1.0
0.63 ± 0.16

20 – 38
1.52 – 1.91
49.9 – 99.8
1 – 48
10 – 19.5
1.70 – 3.49
40.5 – 79
40.2 – 69.5
84 - 118
1.9 – 3.5
2.5 – 5.6
0.48 – 0.95
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Of the sixteen participants that completed the first testing session, six were excluded from
the current data analyses due to illness (2) injury (1), or adherence (below 80%) (3). Therefore,
ten participants were included in the current data analyses.
Three of the ten participants included in the final data analyses reported illness and/or
injury that resulted in one or more days of missed training. One participant reported minor
bilateral ankle discomfort at different times during week 2, one participant reported an upper
respiratory infection between weeks 1 and 2, and one participant reported a fall during a run.
Additionally, three of the ten participants included in the final data analyses reported noticeable
and novel discomfort during the final week and/or run of the program. Of these participants
reporting noticeable discomfort, one reported increased perceived exertion at comparable
distances during the week three runs as compared with week two; the remaining two participants
reported sensations of lower extremity ‘stiffness’ (one reported anterior hip discomfort, the other
reported anterior thigh discomfort and knee pain).
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Figure 2-1. Planned weekly training volume for each participant (a) and actual weekly training
volume for each participant (b).
No significant differences were found between any time points for PTA (p =.540) (Figure
2-3). No significant differences were found between any time points for FMSAgg (p = .469), DS
(p = .780), ASLR Right (p = 1.000) and, ASLR Left (p = 0.134) (Table 2-2). All between-time
ESs were small (d < 0.4).
Table 2-2. Peak tibial axial acceleration (PTA) and Functional Movement Screen (FMS) scores
before (PRE-RUN), after the prolonged run (POST-RUN) and after the training program (POSTTRAIN) (mean ± SD).
Variables
PTA (g)
FMSAgg (/30)
DS (/12)
ASLR R (/6)
ASLR L (/6)
ASLRAssym (/4)

PRERUN

POSTRUN

POSTTRAIN

3.41±1.5
15±3.3
6.4±1.6
4.4±1.6
4.2±1.1
0.6±1.0

3.45±1.2
14.2±3.2
6.0±1.6
4.4±1.3
3.8±1.5
1.0±1.1

3.16±1.1
15.2±3.2
6.2±1.8
4.4±0.8
4.6±1.0
0.2±0.6

PRE- vs
POST-RUN
d
Δ
1%
0.03
-0.25
-5%
-0.25
-6%
0
0
-9.5% -0.31
67%
0.39

PRE- vs
POST-TRAIN
d
Δ
7.3% -0.18
1%
0.06
-0.12
-3%
0
0
9.5%
0.38
-67%
-0.5

Notes: d: Cohen’s ES; FMSAgg: sum of DS, ASLR R, ASLR L; DS: deep squat; ASLR R: right leg active straight leg
raise; ASLR L: left active straight leg raise; g: magnitude of gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2). ASLRAssym:
Absolute difference between subject’s ASLR R and ASLR L scores.
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Figure 2-2. PTA (g) values for all participants at each testing time point.
No significant differences were found between any time points for cadence (p = 0.869) or
FCA (p = .326). The omnibus ANOVA showed a time effect for lower extremity fatigue (p =
0.032). Perceived lower extremity fatigue was, on average, three points greater POST-RUN (p =
0.005) compared with PRE-RUN. It is important to note that, because one participant did not
provide PRE-RUN ratings of lower extremity fatigue, and another did not provide POST-RUN
ratings, only eight comparisons could be made. Perceived overall body fatigue also showed a
time effect (p = .022). Overall fatigue was, on average, 2.2 points greater POST-RUN compared
to PRE-RUN (p = .033) with a large ES (Table 2-3).
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Table 2-3. Secondary kinematic and fatigue variables before (PRE-RUN), after the prolonged
run (POST-RUN) and after the training program (POST-TRAIN) (mean ± SD).
Variables
VASOveralla, c (/10)
VASLEa, b (/10)
Cadence (steps/min)
FCA (º)

PRERUN

POSTRUN

POSTTRAIN

2.84±2.2
2.06±1.8
162±13
13.4±6.7

5.00±1.7
5.01±1.7
163±14
14.6±7.2

3.22±1.4
3.49±1.9
162±13
13.5±7.5

PRE- vs
POST-RUN
d
Δ
76% 1.12
143% 1.72
<1% 0.05
9.2% 0.18

PRE- vs
POST-TRAIN
d
Δ
13.4% 0.21
69%
0.78
<1%
<0.01
3%
0.06

Notes: a: different between PRE- and POST-RUN; b: different between PRE- and POST-TRAIN; c: significantly
different between POST-RUN and POST-TRAIN; d: Cohen’s ES; VASOverall: Overall fatigue using visual analog
scale; VASLE: Lower extremity fatigue using visual analog scale; FCA: sagittal plane foot contact angle. p <.05.

Discussion and Implications
The purpose of this study was to assess the effects of a single prolonged run and a threeweek running program on PTA and FMS scores in novice runners. A major finding of this study
was that neither the prolonged run nor the three-week training program significantly increased
PTA. Due to high attrition (7/17, 41%), we were unable to include the necessary sample size to
obtain adequate statistical power estimated a priori. This is an important consideration when
interpreting our statistical findings.
Perceived fatigue, which could come from training load218, has the potential to affect
movement219. The three weeks of prolonged running training did not cause significant increases
in perceived overall fatigue. The results of the VAS also fundamentally imply that the running
training protocol we used did not induce fatigue, and as such, we may not expect to see changes
in our dependent variables. Our present findings confer with O’Leary111, who showed that, for
novice runners (≤3x/wk, ≤ 120min/week, n = 30), PTA did not increase during a thirty-minute
submaximal treadmill run.
PTA has been shown to increase with fatigue or prolonged exercise exposure88, 104, 110, 113,
114

. Both lower cadence and higher FCA are generally associated with higher loading rate67, 96.

Therefore, in addition to the lack of fatigue, PTA may not be expected to change, given that
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neither FCA nor cadence changed after the run, or after the training. Peak dorsiflexion has been
shown to decrease over the course of an exhaustive run (self-selected pace until 17/20 RPE or
85% heart rate maximum)250. However, because our run was not exhaustive (~12/20 RPE), our
results appear to confer with the previous findings by Paquette et al68 that FCA does not
significantly change at the end of a 40-min submaximal treadmill run68. The unchanged PTA
after the submaximal run and training program in the current study suggests that increases in
running volume does not increase tibial loading in novice runners and, may suggest that risk of
TSF is not increased due to PTA magnitude alone. A long submaximal run (i.e., 25% of weekly
mileage) in trained male runners does not change loading rate, foot strike pattern and other
injury-related biomechanical variables220. Thus, it seems that submaximal running at length up to
25% of weekly volume may not increase injury risk in runners with minimal or greater running
exposure.
Changes in PTA at the end of the run and at the end of the training program varied
between participants. Dependent-samples t-tests revealed that some participants significantly
increased PTA between time points, while others significantly decreased PTA between time
points. Still, among the five participants who significantly changed PTA, four of these
participants, demonstrated a very large magnitude of effect after the run, and, in the same
direction, an even larger magnitude of effect after the training period (Figure 2-1). One
participant that was not included in our analysis was unable to complete the weekly mileage due
solely to apparent RROI (and not illness). This participant appeared to increase PTA compared
to baseline (3.05 ± 0.3g). For this participant, dependent-samples t-tests revealed that PTA was
significantly greater both after the run (4.29 ± 0.3g) (p < .001) and after the training period (4.34
± 0.24g) (p < .001), with a very large ES POST-TRAIN (d = 4.14). These findings suggest that
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this study did not account for other between-subject differences that affect PTA and RROI
during running training. These between-subject differences may be important to consider when
prescribing training progressions, and when performing future research.
No significant differences were observed between any of the time points for the lower
extremity FMS aggregate scores, or the ASLR or DS scores individually. These findings are in
agreement with some previous research of other populations. Specifically, FMS composite
scores do not change meaningfully throughout the course of a season for elite rugby athletes221,
or during four weeks of movement training for children (i.e., non-experienced performers)222.
Similarly, deputy sheriff trainees, over the course of a six-hour-per-week, nine-week aerobic and
resistance training program, improved 300m run and 1.5mile run performance, but only
improved FMS composite scores marginally, and did not significantly change DS or ASLR223.
Our current findings do not suggest that our training interventions caused our subjects to
be overreached – there were neither large increases in perceived fatigue, nor were there
observable performance decrements. Our participants were relatively more fatigued (+2/10), but
did not approach absolute fatigue (3-5/10). The lack of fatigue may be related to our cohort’s
low-to-moderate absolute initial weekly mileages, the duration of the training period, the lack of
uniform adherence to the relative weekly mileage increases, or the differences in self-selected
running speed. Ultimately, the training loads that were used in the current study do not
appreciably alter the results of the ASLR or the DS. The present findings suggest that sports
performance professionals and researchers who use these assessments with novice runners, may
not always observe different test results after a single submaximal run or after a three-week, selfdirected running training program. Again, it is important to note that the present investigation has
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not been able to rule out some influences that may have caused some individuals to respond to
the training program differently than others.
While the current study may reveal some novel findings pertaining to the role of fatigue
in PTA, some limitations exist. First, it was assumed that no participants experienced changes in
body mass, or body composition, or foot/shin tissue mass over the course of the three weeks.
Increased shin tissue mass could have decreased PTA, while decreased shin tissue mass could
have increased PTA85, 86. Secondly, PTA was not measured bilaterally, and prolonged running or
training could have affected the non-measured leg. However, since our runners did not have a
history of TSF, we had no reason to believe that one leg was more susceptible to changes in PTA
than the other. Third, the DS was performed first for all testing points, as per manufacturer
suggestion142. The cool-down effect may have been greater for the ASLR tests, and thus these
may have mimicked baseline more than the DS. However, it is also possible that always
performing the ASLR first could have influenced DS scores. Therefore, in the future,
counterbalancing testing order should wash out any potential order effects that may influence
FMS results. Finally, for novice raters, the between-day intra-rater agreements for the two FMS
tests used in our study have been previously reported as 88% agreement for the DS (K = 0.76;
95%CI = 0.63 - 0.85) and 80% agreement for the ASLR (K = 0.6; 95%CI = 0.42 - 0.74)210.
Therefore, although our test administrator was FMS certified, and had experience comparable to
some previous investigations210, it is possible that extraneous between-day factors could have
accounted for some of the FMS criterion test results.
For the novice runners tested in our study, neither a single thirty-minute prolonged run at
a self-selected pace nor 3 weeks of progressively increasing running training volume caused
detectable changes in PTA or FMS DS or ASLR. The results of the present study suggest that,
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for novice runners, submaximal prolonged running and increases in running training volume may
not increase injury risks. Additional research is needed to confirm these findings, which would
also imply that, for novice runners, the timing of the testing may not appreciably influence the
tests’ results.
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Chapter III
General Recommendations
3.1 Summary
A cohort of ten novice runners performed a single prolonged run and three weeks of
prolonged running training and demonstrated no significant changes between PTA or FMS
scores. There were small, non-significant ESs found for ASLR Left and PTA. These findings
demonstrate that these variables do not change statistically in response to running alone. Still,
between-subject differences may have caused some of our participants to respond differently to
our training program, as five of the ten participants altered PTA considerably after the run, four
of whom altered PTA with a greater effect magnitude, in the same direction, after the training
program. These findings suggest that that other dependent variables and sampling techniques
may reveal beneficial information about how training load, biomechanics, and injury risk change
throughout periods of running training.
3.2 Recommendations for Future Research
Ultimately, future research should seek to determine which elements of training cause
PTA to increase or decrease. With this knowledge, we may define optimal doses of exercise
intensity, frequency, volume, and progression for improving running performance whilst
reducing risk for RROI. Future research should aim to better understand how training changes
PTA and FMS scores, how these affect runners differentially based on training experience,
running technique, training intensity, and other relevant individual differences.
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Future investigations could incorporate longer runs, as well as runs at higher intensities to
both induce acute fatigue and functional overreaching. These investigations could include
separate tests (e.g. grip strength, salivary cortisol), and assess an interaction between acute and
chronic running training on RROI risk variables. These investigations may benefit by accounting
for influences of different psychosocial variables that affect fatigue and overreaching236, 237, or
other running-related variables, such as stride-time variability120. Future research should also
account for changes in stride length, ground contact time, frontal plane ankle kinematics or
kinetics, or lower extremity joint moments, which could indicate other adaptations, and should
test the common assumption that these changes occur bilaterally. Further, future research should
account for bone mineral density. Increased bone mineral density can be protective against TSF,
as can calf mass, both of which can significantly reduce tibial accelerations85, 86. Future studies
could also set controls to ensure that between-subjects differences in body mass, body
composition, abdominal mass, or abdominal circumference do not affect changes in PTA or FMS
scores.
It has yet to be investigated whether joint movements measured more precisely than the
current FMS testing protocols, such as goniometry, could link movement limitations, such as
limited range of ankle dorsiflexion motion, to PTA, or DS or ASLR scores when running. For
example, the ASLR tests may not capture changes in dorsiflexion or hip flexion ROM that fall
below the threshold of changing scores, as has been shown for some of the other constituent
tests167, but not others238. All of these future considerations should serve to create more
informative research to benefit athletes and sport performance professionals.
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Appendix G: Adverse Events Course of Action
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Appendix J: 100-Point FMS Scoring Criteria

Subject ID
Test
Deep Squat

PRE-/POST-RUN/POST-TRAIN
Description of scoring criteria
Upper Torso is parallel with tibia or toward
vertical
Knees are aligned over feet
Dowel aligned over feet
*With Board
Femur below horizontal
Upper torso is parallel with tibia or toward
vertical
Knees are aligned over feet
Dowel aligned over feet

Active Straight
Leg Raise
RIGHT
Malleolus resides between mid-thigh and ASIS
Malleolus resides between mid-thigh and joint
line
Malleolus resides below joint line
LEFT
Malleolus resides between mid-thigh and ASIS
Malleolus resides between mid-thigh and joint
line
Malleolus resides below joint line
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Score

Possible

6
8
4
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

Appendix K: FMS Script
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Appendix L: Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale for Preferred Run Pace
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